
Chemistry 

1 The safety assessment principles described in this sub-section are concerned with how 
chemistry can affect nuclear safety, radiological protection or radioactive waste management. 
In the principles that follow, the term “chemistry” should be interpreted to mean chemical or 
radiochemical parameters or effects.   

2 Chemistry can affect materials, systems and processes and their associated hazards in a 
variety of ways. For example, it can have an influence on reactivity, radioactivity, radioactive 
waste and radiation doses to the public and workers, as well as an influence on the 
performance of structures, systems and components, for example the integrity of vessels and 
fuel cladding. Adequate control of chemistry therefore needs planning in design, consideration 
in safety cases, and may demand rigorous controls over certain operations. The effects of 
chemistry may be important throughout the full lifecycle of the facility, although the effects and 
their importance will likely vary from phase to phase. 

3 This section is not intended to be used standalone; chemistry will be important to safety in a 
range of topical areas and other safety assessment principles will apply. These principles 
should therefore be read in conjunction with those relating to material degradation (EAD.1ff), 
nuclear matter (para 392ff), reactor core (para 439ff), heat transport systems (para 458ff), 
radioactive waste management (para 646, and in particular the principles therein relating to 
characterisation),  fault analysis (para 496ff), chemical (process) engineering (para XXff) and 
internal hazards (para 208ff).   

 

Engineering principles: 
Chemistry  

Safety cases  ECH.1 

Safety cases should, by applying a systematic process, address all chemistry effects important to 
safety. 

 

4 The safety case should analyse how chemistry can impact safety during normal operations and 
in fault and accident conditions, and demonstrate how the chemistry will be controlled. A 
claims-argument-evidence approach (or equivalent) should be adopted that identifies the limits 
and conditions (operating rules) that need to be applied in the interests of safety (see SC.6). 
The derivation of such chemistry-based limits and conditions should account for implicit 
assumptions made in regard to the performance of chemical processes affecting safety. 

5 The analysis should distinguish between chemistry affecting safety and that applied for other 
reasons, such as asset protection or commercial benefit. It should include a thorough and 
structured review of all relevant chemical reactions involving the facility’s materials and their 
environment, and the safety consequences of these. The breadth and depth of the analysis 
should be in proportion to the complexity of the system and its risk and hazard potential.  

6 The analysis should include: 

a) reactions between chemicals and other materials within the process, plant or facility, 
including, for example, corrosion and the production of radionuclides; 

b) the rates, extent, energy released or absorbed, and the timings of chemical reactions; 

c) the products from reactions and how these evolve, including heat generation and phase 
changes, transport and accumulation; and 

d) the effects of adventitious impurities that might accelerate or alter the reactions. 

7 Where generic chemistry is applied, the safety case should demonstrate its relevance to the 
facility or operations being analysed. 

 

Engineering principles: 
Chemistry  

Resolution of conflicting 
chemical effects 

ECH.2  

Where the effects of different chemistry parameters conflict with one another, the safety case 



should demonstrate an appropriate balance for safety has been achieved. 

 
8 Changing a particular chemistry parameter to improve safety in one respect may cause a 

detrimental effect in another. In these cases the safety case should identify the positive and 
negative impacts of the chosen solution and demonstrate how this reduces risks to as low as 
reasonably practicable.  

 

Engineering principles: 
Chemistry 

Control of chemistry ECH.3 

Suitable and sufficient systems, processes and procedures should be provided to maintain 
chemistry parameters within the limits and conditions identified in the safety case. 

 
9 These limits and conditions (operating rules) should cater for: 

a) controls over the quality of feedstock chemicals; 

b) management of the quantities of chemicals held; 

c) optimisation of the frequency and means of chemical additions; 

d) processes to minimise adventitious impurities, exclude foreign materials and maintain 
material compatibility; and 

e) the provision of processing equipment suitable for the concentrations and quantities 
expected. 

10 Consideration should be given to the safe and effective addition and/or removal of chemicals 
to/from the system. The safety, effectiveness and reliability of the system to control the 
chemistry should be demonstrated in all normal operational, fault or accident conditions where 
the system provides such a safety function. The system design should incorporate appropriate 
levels of redundancy, diversity and segregation (see EDR.2). 

  

Engineering principles: 
Chemistry 

Monitoring, Sampling and 
Analysis 

ECH.4 

Suitable and sufficient systems, processes and procedures should be provided for monitoring, 
sampling and analysis so that all chemistry parameters important to safety are properly controlled. 

 

11 Guidance on assessing the characterisation of nuclear matter and radioactive waste may also 
be relevant here (see ENM.5 and RW.4). The chemistry monitoring, sampling and analysis 
should: 

a) verify the effectiveness of chemistry control in systems and that structures, systems and 
components are being operated within specified limits (operating rules). Consideration 
should be given to providing alarms to assist the chemistry monitoring regime; 

b) be performed according to a clearly defined scope and periodicity;   

c) be applied under appropriate conditions defined to ensure representative sampling is 
undertaken; 

d) adopt an appropriate balance between on-plant measurements and laboratory analysis; 
and 

e) utilise appropriate processes and procedures. 

 

 


